AN AMERICAN COUP, or How Google Tried To Take Over The
Government and Got Kicked In The Ass

“In 2007, nobody thought of Google as anything more than a little rectangle that you typed questions
into. In the end, Google became an icon of all that the worst in American greed and technology
sinister-ism could muster.
Listen to this historical tale of deception, manipulation, extremist elitism and an actual attempted takeover of the United States Government. This cautionary tale actually happened in our lifetimes. It must
never happen again….”
This is the entirely true story of how an American company became an illegal private government,
bought and corrupted a historical number of British and American senior political figures and engaged
in wholesale crimes against the public using technologies and volumes of ill-gotten cash, the likes of
which the world had never experienced before.

Chapter 1
Google tips it's hand with too many gifts to Congress and
the White House
Concerns grow after disclosure Google enlisted US politicians to pressure EU brought attention to tech
giant’s close relationship with Washington politicians

David Smith in Washington For The Gauradian
Google has made political donations to 162 members of the US Congress in the latest election cycle,
figures show, as concerns grow over the internet giant’s lobbying influence in Washington.
On Thursday the Guardian revealed that Google enlisted American politicians whose election
campaigns it had funded to pressure the European Union in a carefully coordinated campaign to drop a
€6bn ($6.5bn) antitrust case that threatens its business in Europe.

The disclosure underlined the close relationship between the company, the US Congress and even the
White House, where the chief technology officer is among several ex-Google employees. Critics say
that while the firm born in a garage in 1998 tries to present itself as breaking the mould, it has an army
of more than a hundred lobbyists and buys influence just as big corporations have done for decades.
Google has reportedly spent more more money on federal lobbying than any other company since
2012. And its political action committee (Pac) has given donations between $1,000 and $10,000 to
some 34 senators and 128 members of the House of Representatives in the 2016 cycle, according to
data compiled by the Center for Responsive Politics. In the Senate this breaks down as $78,500 to
Republicans and $46,500 to Democrats; in the House, as $126,250 to Republicans and $131,500 to
Democrats.
Jamie Court, president of the pressure group Consumer Watchdog, said: “Google’s founders had a

motto, ‘Don’t be evil’, but they’re oozing evil these days in the political realm. They’ve gone from
neophytes to mobsters in Washington. They’ve become brass knuckle influence peddlers and Obama
has been their biggest fan.”
Tech pioneer Microsoft’s wings were clipped in 2001 following a lengthy antitrust law case that
accused it of becoming a monopoly. Google, however, has been more successful at making friends and
influencing people on Capitol Hill.
“If you look back a decade, they have gone from having no presence in DC to being the titan on the
block,” Court added. “Now Google is worried that like Standard Oil at the turn of the century it will be
busted up. It controls more of the internet than any other US company controls any market except a
monopoly, and a vigilant government should be alive to that. But while EU has been highly aggressive,
the US looks amateurish by comparison.”
A report last month by another civil society organisation, Public Citizen, warned that Google, which
recently moved into a Washington office as big as the White House, is “amassing greater political
power than ever”. Over the first three quarters of 2014, it said, Google ranked first among all
corporations in lobbying spending, and is set to invest $18.2m on federal lobbying this year – even
ahead of PhRMA, the powerful trade association of the pharmaceutical industry.
Of 102 lobbyists the company has hired or retained in 2014, Public Citizen found, 81 previously held
government jobs. “Meanwhile, a steady stream of Google employees has been appointed to highranking government jobs – an indication of the company’s growing influence in national affairs.”
It also said Google funds about 140 trade associations and other nonprofit organisations across the
ideological spectrum – including some working in issue areas relevant to Google’s practices on privacy,
political spending, antitrust and more.
Taylor Lincoln, research director of Public Citizen’s Congress Watch division and editor of the report,
said: “Google has essentially responded to concerns about its practices by saying, ‘Just trust us.’ But
Google is gaining so much power that regulators may find it difficult to act if it turns out that the
public’s trust has been misplaced.”
Congress’s intervention in Brussels came as the European parliament prepared to vote for a resolution
in November last year that urged EU policymakers to consider breaking up Google’s online business
into separate companies. Senators and Representatives warned against it in a series of similar – and in
some cases identical – letters sent to prominent MEPs.
In 2012, the US Federal Trade Commission looked set to investigate Google under antitrust laws. But
the case, centering on whether Google abuses its advantage in internet search by manipulating results to
favour its own products, was dropped, fuelling theories about the company’s hold over politicians.
Google’s reach extends beyond Capitol Hill to the White House itself. As a presidential candidate in
2008, Barack Obama visited its headquarters in Silicon Valley and told staff: “What we share is a belief
in changing the world from the bottom up.” In 2012, Google’s executive chairman, Eric Schmidt, a
long-time supporter, helped the technology side of Obama’s campaign and spent election night in its

“boiler room” in Chicago.
“Where Google stops and government starts is hard to tell. They’re backers of Barack Obama and it’s
well known in Washington how it’s done,” said an antitrust lawyer based in Washington. “I’ve heard
instances of Google calling the White House to say they’re unhappy about appointments. They don’t
just buy off politicians; they buy off the ecosystem, including advocacy groups and thinktanks.”
Individuals have moved between Google and the White House. Megan Smith, named by Obama as
chief technology officer last year, is a former Google vice-president. In April Hillary Clinton hired
Stephanie Hannon, Google’s director of product management for civic innovation and social impact, to
oversee her presidential campaign’s technology development.
Court said: “Google leant their analytics and voter reach to Obama and they’re doing the same to
Hillary Clinton. When you control the greatest technology on earth to reach people, Democrats want to
be your friends.”
Scott Cleland, president of research consultancy Precursor and a former official in the George H W
Bush administration, said the company’s reach goes way beyond traditional lobbying and politics. “The
Google influence machine is one we’ve never seen before. It’s the first dominant company in the
internet age.”
Politicians have come to rely on it for campaigning, communication and data collection they are not
alone, added Cleland, publisher of GoogleMonitor.com. “The economy, mass media, not-for-profits,
advertisers, the political class – they all depend on it.”
But William Moore, a lobbyist with Vianovo and former official in Congress, defended Google’s
approach. “It doesn’t look to me like what Google are doing is out of line,” he said. “It’s fairly
traditional and I haven’t seen anything unethical.
“They said they’re trying to be ‘not evil’ and I don’t look at working with government as evil per se.
Every company has a story to tell and there’s nothing that indicates Google is trying to do anything
other than explain their story.”
A Google spokesperson said: “Technology is a huge part of the current policy discussion in
Washington, and it will be for a long time. We think it is important to have a strong voice in the debate
and help policymakers understand our business and the work we do to keep the Internet open and fuel
economic growth.”

Chapter 2

How Google enlisted members of US Congress it
bankrolled to fight $6bn EU antitrust case
US tech firm has stepped up lobbying efforts with $3.5m charm offensive to persuade EU to drop
punitive action over alleged abuse of monopoly position

Simon Marks in Brussels and Harry Davies For The Guardian
Google enlisted members of the US congress, whose election campaigns it had funded, to pressure the
European Union to drop a €6bn antitrust case which threatens to decimate the US tech firm’s business
in Europe.
The coordinated effort by senators and members of the House of Representatives, as well as by a
congressional committee, formed part of a sophisticated, multimillion-pound lobbying drive in
Brussels, which Google has significantly ramped up as it fends off challenges to its dominance in
Europe.
How Google’s antitrust headache began not from castle ramparts
An investigation by the Guardian into Google’s multifaceted lobbying campaign in Europe has
uncovered fresh details of its activities and methods. Based on documents obtained under a freedom of
information request and a series of interviews with EU officials, MEPs and Brussels lobbyists, the
investigation has also found:
• Google’s co-founder and CEO Larry Page met the then European commission chief privately in
California in spring 2014 and raised the antitrust case despite being warned by EU officials that it
would be inappropriate to do so.
• Officials and lawmakers in Brussels say they have witnessed a significant expansion of Google
lobbying efforts over the past 18 months as the company faces increased scrutiny of its business
activities in Europe.
• Google has employed several former EU officials as in-house lobbyists, and has funded European
thinktanks and university research favourable to its position as part of its broader campaign.

Capitol Hill’s aggressive intervention in Brussels came as the European parliament prepared to vote
through a resolution in November 2014 that called on EU policymakers to consider breaking up
Google’s online business into separate companies.
Republican and Democratic senators and congressmen, many of whom have received significant
campaign donations from Google totalling hundreds of thousands of dollars, leaned on parliament in a
series of similar – and in some cases identical – letters sent to key MEPs.
https://www.scribd.com/embeds/292149607/
concerning the antitrust case against Google. The committee’s chairman, Bob Goodlatte, said the
committee was “troubled to learn” some MEPs were “encouraging antitrust enforcement efforts that
appear to be motivated by politics” that would ultimately undermine free markets.
Google has consistently donated to Goodlatte’s election campaigns, while members on the judiciary
committee that he chairs collectively received more than $200,000 (£133,000) from the company
during the 2014 election cycle.
Google declined to comment on the letters or its ties to the committee, including the fact one of its
senior lawyers in Washington had joined the firm straight from the judiciary committee where he
served as an antitrust counsel to its Republican members. A spokeswoman for the committee did not
respond to the Guardian’s requests for comment.

Scaling up
Google’s expansion of its lobbying activities in Brussels has come in response to a growing number of
threats to its business in the EU, where it dominates about 90% of the search market. It argues that its
rivals lobby just as hard against it, if not harder.
In April, a long-running antitrust investigation came to a head when the newly installed EU competition
commissioner, Margrethe Vestager, formally accused Google of abusing its market dominance by
systematically favouring its shopping price-comparison service.

Google, which could face a heavy fine of more than €6bn (£4.3bn) if found guilty, has rejected
Vestager’s case as “wrong as a matter of fact, law and economics”. But this is only one of the battles
Google is fighting in Brussels.
The European commission has also launched a separate competition investigation into Google’s mobile
operating system, Android, and indicated additional inquiries are being considered. This follows the
symbolic blow MEPs dealt the US company late last year with the so-called “unbundling” resolution.
Under pressure to defend itself, Google has opened its cheque book. Last year, the company spent more
than twice as much on lobbying in Brussels than Apple, Facebook, Yahoo, Twitter and Uber combined.
Yet Google is still being outspent by Microsoft, which some in Brussels suspect is backing a vocal antiGoogle lobby in Brussels. Microsoft declined to comment.
Official transparency data shows Google has increased its annual lobbying spending from €600,000 in
2011 to almost €4m last year. In addition to its team of in-house lobbyists – many of whom have come
from jobs in the commission or the European parliament – the company has employed eight European
lobbying firms.
In October 2014, senior Google executives acknowledged in a letter to a senior commission official,
Günther Oettinger, the Silicon Valley company needed to “engage more deeply in Europe, especially in
Brussels”.
This strategy is borne out by records of meetings with the commission. Between December 2014 and
June 2015, Google held more high-level meetings with commission officials than any other company.
Google sympathisers accept it is lobbying hard, but suggest no company would sit back and not ensure
its side of the story is being heard when so much is at stake, especially when claimants in the antitrust
case have formed well-funded lobby groups to fight the firm.
One such group, ICOMP, receives funding from numerous complainants in the antitrust case, including
Microsoft, and is closely associated with Burson-Marsteller, a large public relations firm previously
paid by Facebook to plant negative stories about Google.
Latest data shows ICOMP spent €400,000 on lobbying in Brussels between 2013-14. It does not
disclose how much it spent on legal costs incurred in connection with the case against Google.
One senior EU official speaking on condition of anonymity said Google’s lobbying in Brussels stood
out because of the intricate, often subtle yet powerful mechanisms it employs.

“What is striking is the comprehensive and strategic approach they have. They are not only doing PR
but they are doing everything. They are using proxies, which is much more powerful than just the usual
stuff,” he told the Guardian.
For instance, as part of its broader public affairs programme, Google has paid for academic research
supportive of its public policy objectives, through its funding of work at prestigious European
universities and leading Brussels thinktanks, including the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS)
and the Bruegel Institute.
A spokesman for the US tech firm said European politicians had “many questions for Google and about
the internet”. To help answer those questions, he added, Google sometimes commissioned independent
research, but always asked the academics to disclose funding they received from the company.
Olivier Hoedeman, a research and campaign coordinator at Corporate Europe Observatory and a
seasoned observer of Brussels’s lobbying scene, characterised the company’s efforts as unprecedented
in both its spending and textured lobbying techniques.
“Google has in an unprecedented manner stepped up their Brussels lobbying efforts during the last few
years, massively increasing their spending on lobbying and on other activities in a very comprehensive
and multifaceted lobbying campaign aimed at influencing the European commission’s decisions,” he
said.
Among MEPs, this became particularly apparent in November last year when the European parliament
voted yes to the motion to break up Google’s search business from its advertising and other businesses.
“At the time of the November parliamentary session, Google’s lobby activity clearly stepped up in a
way that we have never seen before,” said Ramon Tremosa, a Spanish MEP from Catalonia involved in
putting forward the unbundling resolution.
Tremosa said that during the week of the vote Google’s Brussels-based lobbyists were joined by its
public affairs officers for each of the 28 EU-member states in filling the corridors of parliament.
According to Jacques Lafitte, a veteran lobbyist at Avisa Partners whose clients include a complainant
in the antitrust case, Google’s lobbying in Brussels is unrivalled.
“Before Google, the most sophisticated company in terms of political influence was Goldman Sachs.
But Google beats them any day because contrary to Goldman they don’t just focus on the top,” Lafitte
said. “Google makes its influence felt absolutely everywhere.”

High-level interventions
Google’s most senior executives have also played their part in the lobbying drive. In May 2014, with
less than six months to persuade the commission to abandon the antitrust action before a change in
leadership at Europe’s executive arm, Google co-founder Larry Page met the then commission
president, José Manuel Barroso, at the company’s headquarters in Mountain View, California.

Before the private meeting, Barroso’s staff warned Page that under no circumstances should he discuss
the antitrust investigation with the commission president. But Page was running out of time.
A letter sent by Google’s executive chairman, Eric Schmidt, to Barroso months later shows the case
was discussed. Page told Barroso Google could implement a new set of commitments designed to allay
fears about European rivals being unable to compete with it. For an hour, the commission president sat
and listened.
“We loved having you in Mountain View and I enjoyed our discussion tremendously,” Page later wrote
to Barroso. “Next time you’re in the Valley please come and visit again.”
The timing of the meeting, according to Hoederman, was “very awkward” as the European commission
was weighing the antitrust case against the company.

“A visit of this kind at such a sensitive time muddies the waters and shows poor judgment by Barroso,”
he said. “It would have been understandable if the EU’s competition policy officials felt that Barroso’s
visit risked undermining their integrity of the investigation.”
Julia Reda, a Green MEP from Germany, noted: “This is not the first time there have been reports of
Google trying to influence the outcome of the commission’s antitrust investigation through high-level
interventions.
“As it is difficult to tell what is going on behind closed doors, I am not in a position to judge whether
the communication between the commission and Google during this competition inquiry has been
atypical, though it certainly raises questions.”

A spokesman for the commission defended its dealings with Google. “In line with its normal
procedures, the commission’s antitrust investigation into Google’s business practices has been handled
in an open and transparent way,” he said.
In September 2014, with the clocking ticking and less than a month before Barroso stepped down,
Schmidt joined in the lobbying of Barroso, having previously left the task to Google’s chief in-house
lobbyists in Brussels.

In a last-ditch attempt to change the course of the antitrust case, Schmidt asked Barroso to lean on his
commissioners to approve the proposed settlement. Calling it a “crucial stage in the process”, Schmidt
warned in pointed language that a failure to approve the settlement would undermine the commission’s
credibility and result in “drawn-out litigation”.
Less than a week later, the commission reopened the long-running antitrust investigation, dealing
Google a major setback. In a surprise move, it rejected Google’s third settlement offer following “very,
very negative” responses from complainants to the proposed settlement.

Trouble ahead?
After changes in leadership at the European commission in November 2014, Google’s lobbyists in
Brussels have become increasingly frustrated.
Documents show the company’s repeated attempts to set up meetings with senior commission officials
including the president, Jean-Claude Juncker, have thus far been unsuccessful. In one instance, Google
requested a meeting with a senior adviser to Juncker shortly after the commission formally issued its
antitrust case. However, her assistant bluntly declined the request and directed them to the new
competition commissioner, Vestager.
There is a feeling among some EU officials that Google may have underestimated the strict legal
procedures that dictate how antitrust cases progress in Europe. However, others say the US firm’s
mistake has more to do with underestimating the influence of an “anti-Google lobby”, backed by the
likes of Microsoft and German media empire Axel Springer.

In the US, Google saw off a potentially damaging antitrust investigation by the Federal Trade
Commission, which dropped its case in early 2013. But the landscape in Brussels differs from that in
Washington, where Google enjoys more clout and personal connections with the highest levels of
government.
John Simpson, of Consumer Watchdog in the US, believes Google has been successful at positioning
itself in and around the corridors of power in Washington. “They’re masters at it and it’s worked very,
very well for them,” he said.
But he claims Europe’s acceptance of Google’s size, power and dominance is less than what it is in the
US. “I think there may be a failure to understand the European perspective on certain issues,” he said,
“I don’t think that they at the core understand how privacy is viewed as a fundamental right in Europe.”
Alarmingly for Google, its investors are beginning to wake up to the trouble it faces in Brussels. Scott
Kessler, an equity analyst at S&P Capital IQ who watches Google closely, said many investors had
become apathetic about the charges levelled against the company, but the mood is beginning to change.
“Google have been facing these issues in Europe for a number of years and some people believe that
now is the time that they will have to account for some of these actions in some way,” he said.
Once again the clock is ticking for Google. Vestager is treating her investigations as a high priority and
has indicated EU regulators will actively pursue its new parent company, Alphabet, on multiple fronts.
In the next chapters, you will discover Eric Schmidt's secret, Google's hidden relationship to Tesla
Motors, Kleiner Perkin's email plots, the White House visitation logs and the mining deals that went
around the world through a covert financing scheme…. Stay Tuned...

